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ABOUT US

ABOUT US & BENEFITS

Organograms are critical analytical tools that communicate
vast amounts of data visually. 

As an industry leader, OrgChart empowers businesses to
optimise workforce decisions through dynamic visualisation of
their HR data. 

Your organograms have finally evolved from static pictures to
automated visual business tools, allowing your data to drive
critical workforce decisions every day!
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What if you can see equity, skills, performance, grades, salary
brackets or ANY other metrics needed to make workforce
decisions in seconds? 

And what if all this information is not in your HR system and
scattered across various platforms? 

No problem – OrgChart appends and combines data from
multiple data sources into a single chart that is updated
dynamically as you navigate through the org! 

CAN YOU AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT ORGCHART?

The amount of time it takes to create an org chart manually is
directly proportional to the number of people you need to chart.

The hours used to constantly create and maintain updated org
charts, take time away from other business critical tasks and
becomes a costly exercise.

OrgChart cuts the time required to create organograms by a
factor of 10 times or more.

So maybe your HR system generates an organogram? Great – but
how useful is this really if all you can see is a snapshot with
names, titles, and positions?

WHAT DO WE BRING TO THE TABLE?

Planning module

Point-in-time module

As a true Enterprise grade business tool, OrgChart automates the
entire process of visualizing your organization - from importing
raw data, to applying the relevant views, so that when a user logs
in, they see an org chart specific to their needs and their data
security settings.

Additionally, OrgChart offers two add-on modules that can serve
as critical tools for you and your business:
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POINT-IN-TIME MODULE

POINT-IN-TIME MODULE

Being unable to view or compare historic workforce information
and structures, because the HR system is already updated with
the latest info, is no longer a concern. 

With the Point-in-Time module, you may choose to archive
charts weekly, bi-weekly, monthly, quarterly, or even annually,
to allow future access down to a specific date! 

WHY POINT-IN-TIME?

Point-In-Time is an add-on module to OrgChart that archives
charts weekly, bi-weekly, monthly, quarterly and anually, This
allows you to access your historical charts from a specific
date!

Previously, when data in a chart was refreshed, previous chart
data was deleted, we now have a solution for this!

OrgChart preserves a 'snapshot' of previous versions of a chart
in an archive which can be accessed at will by the user.

These charts can be loaded into the Workbench and
manipulated like actual org charts, or compared against other
charts.

WHY IS THIS USEFUL TO YOU?

Archive your charts with Point-In- Time, and automatically
retrieve archived charts to view the organisational structures or
workforce information of a specific past date, to meet audit or
executive requirements. 
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PLANNING MODULE

PLANNING MODULE

Introducing the next generation in workforce planning – the
OrgChart Planning Module. 

Designed on feedback from hundreds of HR Professionals and
augmenting the one-on-one sandbox functionality available as
standard in OrgChart, this optional module facilitates
collaborative organisational design exercises in real time.
 
Using up to date HR data, multiple stake holders can now work
together simultaneously to create offline plans for budgeting,
restructuring or mergers and acquisitions. 

WHAT DOES PLANNING OFFER?

Manage Your Plan Metrics WHILE you plan

Track Your Changes
View all the changes you and your team make in a concise order.
Export these changes to Excel to easily share and get approval. 

Manage and view important plan and organisation metrics while
you plan.

Viewer - Read plans that have been share with that user

Collaborator - Updated plans that have been shared with that
user 

Administrator - View and modify all plans within the account,
even those that have not been directly shared with that user

Elevate Your Team With Different Roles For Collaboration:

THE BETTER WAY TO DO WORKFORCE PLANNING

Interactive org charts are an intuitive way to do workforce
planning.

OrgChart Now allows multiple people to collaboratively create
cohesive workforce plans.

Create plans with your colleagues in real time, from anywhere,
with our Cloud-Based solution.

The Collaborative Planning module is designed to facilitate
organizational design exercises. 
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Empower your organization to
make informed people decisions.

orgcharthosting.co.za
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